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A bravely honest and brilliantly comic accounts of how 1 mother quit drinking and began living this is Bridget
Jones Dries Out.Clare Pooley is a Cambridge graduate and was a Managing Partner at one of the world's
biggest marketing agencies, yet by eighteen weeks ago she'd become an overweight, depressed, middle-aged
mom of three who was drinking greater than a bottle of wine a day, and spending her evenings Googling
'Am We an alcoholic? It views her beginning a hugely successful blog, then getting and beating breast
cancer. She known as it Mummy Was a Key Drinker.This book is the story of a year in Clare's life. Sober
Diaries is an upbeat, funny and positive appear at how exactly to live life to the full.'In a desperate bid to
carefully turn her existence around, she give up drinking and started a blog. Interwoven within Clare's own
very personal and frank story is research and guidance, and answers to queries like: How do you know if
I'm drinking too much? A season that began with her stopping booze having been drinking more than a
bottle of wine every day. By the end of the 12 months she is booze free of charge and cancer free, two
stone lighter and with a lifestyle that is so very much richer, healthier and even more rewarding than
previously. How am i going to cope at parties? What do I say to friends and family? What if my partner still
beverages? Will I lose pounds? How do you cope with cravings? And more.
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Relatable/Joyful/Hopeful/Useful This book is beautifully-written, and explores a serious condition without
being maudlin or depressing.. Inspiring Clare’s journey was so relatable. I loved it. She got breast cancers
and survived and tells you of her journey. Great Book for the brand new Year With the new year starting,
I was looking for a change. A hidden story for many. Have read the author's (Clare) blog and so happy she
published her book. Clare is Awesome! I used to drink wine and had the same items as her. I possibly could
beverage one bottle a night time, I drank before bedtime to help sleep but discovered I wasnt obtaining
the good sleep I deserve. I would recommend it to everyone who is tuning into that small tone of voice
that says to improve your daily life. In her chatty way, Clare explains the research of what alcoholic
beverages does to the body, consider about the sociable conditioning that retains us drinking and eventually
takes back control simply in time to offer with a serious health issue.. I realize that alcohol is room to
move when stressed.I've done an inventory of my own life and abruptly the lights came on: overshopping,
etc. I am hoping we see even more from her in the future. Having a alcoholic Father and Grandfather
must have been first reason not to however now after 4 years I halted. Cutting back didnt work trigger
it's hard to do. I love her wine witch, you need to read it. I got her words engraved in my brain! I also go
through Annie Grace's book too. Why would I drink something that tastes therefore awful, a great deal of
empty calories, and becoming wine dumb. She’s entertaining and clever and honest. Thank you for composing

this book! Great book, pleasant to read on a significant topic Great book. She actually is amazing! Her fears
and concerns but overcame them, a survivor, therefore grateful of her life and family! I probably end up
being jumping around on my review trigger there is indeed much to say about her book and me being sober!
It is known to be social thing, there is definitely peer pressure and the ones experiencing depression like
my Father considered alcohol for relief but it ended up making his life worse. A book anyone can relate to
when they no more drink Let me start by stating I'm not one for actually buying kindle books nor am I
someone to review a product but in this court case I knew I had a need to if it is such a existence
changing topic.I lost a few pounds, appear and feel better and more alert. All these things take time there
is absolutely no quick fixes.etc...think of all the cash you saved! I made a decision there is absolutely no
benefits to alcohol. Refreshingly honest perspective,deeply insightful for anyone with almost any addiction
Bravely written and that’s why it’s good. But alcohol is no friend!I read this to aid myself on my journey
to avoid drinking and I acquired a lot more than I expected. Writing this review can be a big step for me
personally and Clare's reserve helped emensly!!am I really going to relate with this?! I am free of charge!!
You may or may not reap the benefits of this book but hold looking until you find the appropriate tool to
guide you in the proper direction! Easy to read and I'd say "fun to read", but with the acknowledgement
this issue itself is difficult and painful. I could relate to Clare in the actual fact that alcohol started as fun
occasions in college but is now a part of everyday lifestyle to break up the monotony of life with kids.
Loved just how she linked alcohol to poor rest and depression. Marketing alcohol to mothers is truly out of
control. I didnt understand this back 1994 and there was a stigma to alcoholic beverages and depression
rather than enough available assets you could find quickly.. When I saw she had a reserve I was curious
but thought "what more info could it offer?" and "I'm a twenty-five year old single woman.. I just started
pursuing Clare's blog about two months ago when I determined I needed to stop drinking. Many thanks so
much!" It really is SO GOOD! I must say i like how it provided some good information about the process of
no more drinking, the effects on you and others, made you feel like you weren't crazy for going right
through a few of the same items, and still read as an actual story. I cannot remember enjoying a book this
much in DECADES I have already been toying around with the idea of stopping drinking for awhile now. I

am someone for whom moderation is normally difficult and the outcomes of drinking seem to even more
conflict with my ideals than they do align anymore. I got online to buy "The Unexpected Joy to be Sober"
so when that wasn't obtainable in Kindle edition in my area, I purchased this reserve while I waited for my
paperback of the additional to arrive. I identified with her fears quite definitely which felt so comforting,



and her evaluation of the upsides of not drinking are genuine and give me plenty of hope and motivation. I
LOVED her book and every night I must say i just looked ahead to curling up in bed and reading more of
her story. I have so very much respect for Clare for sharing her journey so candidly. Her sense of humor
was Astounding. I am regrettably hard to make laugh and she actually is a RIOT. The book is so enjoyable,
therefore readable, the story was so compelling, there have been NO slow places for me. Now I question if
"The Unexpected Pleasure to be Sober" could ever measure up to Clare's book. She gives insights she's
gained from research. A Delightfully Written High Bottom Story Loaded With Wisdom and Wit I've read all
the sober memoirs and believed this one may not really be for me because her drinking story is far less
dramatic than my own. An honest and frequently funny account of how one girl gained back control from
alcohol Clare Pooley is my hero. This book is genuine and funny - she is a successful professional who chose
to be a stay in the home Mum. People will relate to her struggles to find a role and real joy especially as
motherhood appears to be either the severe of Pinterest perfect of Mummy-needs-wine-to-survive .
Definitely helped me make some positive changes..I am hoping she writes many more books. I didnt hit rock
bottom like my dad though it wasnt easy at first, I desire it no more. It is like an old friend that's hard to
release.A great mixture of relatable experience, dash of humor, interesting specifics and deeply multi-
faceted layers. It was hard to convince my unconscious brain for a long period. You can drink much more

and it causes problems in your life. And. Natural and real but with a feeling of humor that produced me
laugh out loud often.. What I suddenly confronted up to was the WHY. It offers a first-hands, honest
recounting of the trip of Recovery and Spiritual Awakening..Very grateful for this reserve to cross my
route when it did. There are so many wonderful issues in Clare's book, she's a sense of humor!) research
and what happens to your body when soaked in alcoholic beverages, and eliminating it from our bodies/lives.
I want to check my app at this time.. This reserve was/is so useful in recognizing I wasn't alone, I wasn't
weird, other people have made the same decision and experienced some of what I have..today will be thirty
days!. It is also helpful in recognizing potential property mines that I haven't come up against yet. This
book can be sprinkled with (gasp! I'm in the early stages of giving up drinking. I really like it. Another cause
was big existence changing events. It is at times funny and light-hearted, while at the same time providing
its subject the respect it deserves. It made me feel like I wasn’t only in this trip. I'm so happy I bought
it because Clare is like Bridget Jones as a mother. Great book! Love this reserve !. I totally LOVED your
book. Highly recommend this for anyone searching for sobriety. She gets it and with a light tone, she drops
the truth bombs everyone ought to know about what alcoholic beverages really does to our lives. Funny and
Real I actually thoroughly enjoyed this reserve. Working on my own sobriety, I found Clare's book to be
both insightful and engaging. She tells a funny story, but also shares what she's learned on the way. Many
thanks, Clare, for placing your story out in the world, you are doing such a good service to help anyone
struggling or actually basically considering if there might be an easier way. This book is approximately the
first calendar year of sobriety. With Amnesia to blackouts and what example was this to my family? I’ve
browse this twice now Clare feels want an amazing friend to turn to when existence gets tough. I
laughed and cried my method though her story.
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